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5y high: 1.418, 5y low: 1.052
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EUR/USD monthly
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EUR/USD: 1.127 1.08 (December)

Since the US central bank’s last interest rate meeting, the euro has lost around one cent 
against the USD. This is all the more remarkable since monetary authorities have announced 
an interest rate hike for December quite blatantly. Normally, the dollar should react to 
this with profits. The fact that it failed to do so is due to the meanwhile obviously  eroded 
credibility of the Fed. Instead of raising the key interest rate in September, the FOMC has 
again found various reasons for not doing so. For this reason, many market participants 
simply no longer believe that central bankers want to and will ever hike the key interest rate, 
at all. In fact, the likelihood of an interest rate hike in December priced according to Fed 
Funds Futures decreased, even though monetary authorities had held out the prospect of 
such a hike very clearly. An interest rate step would thus come as surprise for many market 
players. Accordingly, the reaction at EUR/USD should turn out to be distinct. Though we 
continue to anticipate a dollar appreciation until the middle of next year, it should be less 
pronounced than previously assumed given the renewed reduction of the projected interest 
rate trajectory.

Financial analyst: Jörg ANGELE; joerg.angele@rbinternational.com

Exchange rate forecasts

current1 Dec-16 Mar-17 Jun-17 Sep-17

EUR/USD 1.127 1.08 1.07 1.02 1.05
EUR/CHF 1.090 1.08 1.10 1.10 1.12
EUR/GBP 0.869 0.87 0.90 0.92 0.90
EUR/HUF 306.5 315 310 310 305
EUR/CZK 27.02 27.0 27.0 27.0 27.0
EUR/RON 4.451 4.50 4.45 4.50 4.45
EUR/HRK 7.503 7.60 7.60 7.50 7.55
EUR/RSD 123.2 124 123 123 124
EUR/UAH 29.19 31.3 31.0 29.6 31.5
USD/UAH 25.91 29.0 29.0 29.0 30.0
EUR/CNY 7.515 7.24 7.22 6.94 7.14
USD/CNY 6.670 6.70 6.75 6.80 6.80

1 as of 26 September 2016 11:59 p.m (CEST)
Source: Reuters, Raiffeisen RESEARCH
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EUR/CHF: 1.090 1.08 (December)

5y high: 1.261, 5y low: 0.981

Source: Thomson Reuters

The result of the SNB interest rate meeting 
held in September was unspectacular, 

with the wording resembling that of the 
preceding quarters: The target range for 
the three-month libor remains unchanged 
at -1.25% to -0.25% and the interest 
rate on demand deposits at the national 
bank still amounts to -0.75%. The franc is 
perceived as overvalued and first positive 
inflation rates were predicted for the year 
2017. We expect that the SNB’s notorious 
box of instruments – foreign exchange 
intervention operations and a negative 
interest rate corridor – will continue to be 
applied at least across the entire forecast 
horizon. We do not regard changes to the 
interest rate corridor as likely to occur in the 

foreseeable future. That’s why interventions 
should bear the main burden of preventing 
the currency from further appreciation. 
Once the economy picks up sustainably 
and inflation rates again slide into positive 
territory, the SNB could increasingly hold 
back again. Ultimately, it would let the 
franc appreciate again against the EUR. 
Yet times are not yet ripe for it. The 
EUR/CHF currency exchange rate should 
therefore hover around 1.08 in the coming 
months.

Financial analyst: Lydia KRANNER
lydia.kranner@rbinternational.com

EUR/GBP: 0.869 0.87 (December)

5y high: 0.881, 5y low: 0.694

Source: Thomson Reuters

The Parliament’s return to work has put an 
end to the summer break and thus the calm 
atmosphere on the British currency market. 
Apparently, over the summer, the Brexit 
topic had been blinded out, and the pound 
was able to recover from the June lows 
over the summer. Apart from that, the better-
than-expected economic data released in 
the past few months were also responsible 
for that development. 
Now the Brexit topic is back and thus also 
the concern about the economic effects. 
This is reflected in the British pound’s 

weakening to virtually the low seen in June 
– both against the EUR and the USD. We 
assume that the effects of the economic 
slowdown will – piece by piece – be felt in 
the hard data. Apart from that, all currency 
influencing factors point to a lasting pound 
weakness. These include, above all, the 
record current account deficit and the loose 
monetary policy stance. Therefore, over the 
course of 2017, the EUR/GBP exchange 
rate should have surpassed the 0.90 mark.

Financial analyst: Lydia KRANNER
lydia.kranner@rbinternational.com

EUR/HUF: 306.5 315 (December)

5y high: 321.0, 5y low: 275.5

Source: Thomson Reuters

Standard & Poor’s upgraded Hungary 
back into investment grade (BBB-) last 

week, becoming the second ratings firm 
to place Hungary above junk status (Fitch 
upgraded Hungary to investment grade in 
May). In the meantime, the National Bank 
of Hungary (MNB) revealed further details 
of its latest round of stimulus measures. 
The three-month deposit will be capped 
at HUF 900 bn by the end of this year. 
This is lower than the consensus for the 
cap, but it won’t add much more to 
the overall picture. The step is aimed at 
reducing borrowing costs without actually 
cutting rates, confirming our expectations 
that the key rate will remain at 0.9% 

until at least 2018. The EUR/HUF has 
dropped to its lowest level in more than a 
year as the MNB, together with the S&P 
upgrade, fuelled demand for Hungary’s 
local-currency bonds, which displayed 
one of the strongest performances this 
month among regional peers. Though the 
exchange rate is now trading well below 
its 310–315 range, we reckon this will be 
short-lived, and we expect the EUR/HUF to 
return above 310.

Financial analyst: Gergely PALFFY
gergely.palffy@raiffeisen.hu
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EUR/CZK: 27.02 27.0 (December)

5y high: 28.35, 5y low: 24.36

Source: Thomson Reuters

This week the CNB meeting and the final 
GDP estimate for Q2 2016 will come 
under the spotlight, even though none of 
these events should trigger any significant 
market reaction. At Thursday’s meeting the 
CNB Board will probably assess the latest 
economic developments and reiterate the 
expected end of the FX commitment in 
mid-2017. The key variable for the CNB 
decision, i.e. when to abandon the FX cap, 
remains the inflation outlook. Inflation is 
currently progressing according to CNB 

expectations, and should accelerate further 
above 1% in H2 2016. We expect 
inflation will reach the middle of its range 
in Q1 2017 and the CNB will abandon 
the FX commitment in Q4 2017. The latest 
moves on EUR/CZK forwards suggest that 
the CNB probably intervened more on the 
FX market in September. Thus Governor J. 
Rusnok may verbally intervene against the 
CZK at Thursday’s meeting.

Financial analyst: Daniela MILUCKA
daniela.milucka@rb.cz

EUR/RON: 4.451 4.50 (December)

5y high: 4.638, 5y low: 4.291

Source: Thomson Reuters

The EUR/RON exchange rate has barely 
fluctuated during the past two weeks as it 

traded in a very narrow range of around 
0.3%. Following the Fed’s interest rate 
decision from last week, there has been 
a noticeable improvement in sentiment, 
materialising in a decline of yields for RON 
government securities (medium and long 
tenors) and also good public debt auctions, 
but no exchange rate appreciation. At 
this week’s monetary policy meeting (on 
30 September) the National Bank of 
Romania (NBR) is expected to keep the key 
interest rate unchanged at 1.75% as well 
as its other monetary policy instruments. 
Moreover, we expect the rhetoric of the 
press conference following the meeting to 

be rather neutral, in line with previous 
meetings. Starting with the monetary policy 
meeting in September, the NBR is to 
publish the minutes of the monetary policy 
meetings. The minutes will be released 
seven days after each meeting. This way 
the public will find out the reasoning of 
the central bank and the data underlying 
its decisions. Only the final result of the 
votes will be made public (there will be no 
disclosure of individual votes cast by the 
central bank board members).

Financial analyst: Silvia ROSCA
silvia.rosca@raiffeisen.ro

EUR/HRK: 7.503 7.60 (December)

5y high: 7.725, 5y low: 7.389

Source: Thomson Reuters

In line with our expectations, slight 
depreciation pressures on the domestic 

currency were recorded as the peak tourist 
season draws to a close, thus the EUR/HRK 
exceeded 7.50 kuna per euro. 
Higher foreign currency (FCY) demand 
from the corporate sector continues, so 
during the weeks ahead we reckon the 
EUR/HRK will trade at 7.49-7.52. Coming 
closer to the end of year, the domestic 
currency could be supported by a solid 
performance for fiscal and C/A results, 
but increasing FCY demand will mitigate 
the strengthening of the HRK (due to high 
import growth). 

Besides the bolstered FCY receipts 
generated by the record high tourist 
season, the local currency also found 
support from LCY credit growth (spurred by 
the central bank’s recent measures through 
open market operations). So we stick to 
our opinion that the average EUR/HRK 
exchange rate in annual terms should come 
in lower than in 2015, thus confirming the 
economic recovery accompanied mostly 
by a stronger kuna against the euro.

Financial analyst: Tomislava UJEVIC
tomislava.ujevic@rba.hr
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EUR/RSD: 123.2 124 (December)

5y high: 124.0, 5y low: 99.56

Source: Thomson Reuters

The previous trading week saw mixed 
moves from buyers on the one hand, 
anticipating a season of elevated demand 
as the end of Q3 nears, and on the 
selling side, mainly from the local exporting 
segment of the corporate market as well 
as some foreign interest in the still lucrative 
interest rate differential. Foreign investors 
are also watching for any signs of potential 
entry points in the scarce primary auctions 
in RSD government papers, switching the 

sentiment from wait-and-see to position 
building, with the signals from major central 
banks still unconvincing in terms of whether 
interest rates will go up. Further ahead, 
dealers will be monitoring the 53w primary 
auction for RSD short-term yields, as well 
as the end-of-September credit activities in 
terms of repayment demand for the EUR/
RSD.

Financial analyst: Ljiljana GRUBIC
Ljiljana.Grubic@raiffeisenbank.rs

EUR/UAH: 29.19 31.3 (December) , USD/UAH: 25.91 29.0 (December)

5y high: 37.85, 5y low: 9.766

Source: Thomson Reuters

The UAH strengthened temporarily on the 
back of growing anticipatory optimism, 

and not long after the IMF Board meeting in 
mid-September. Nevertheless, the pressure 
soon returned to the FX market, and the 
UAH lost slightly. On a positive note, 
the IMF Executive Board finalised the 
second review under the EFF program. 
The Board praised certain progress in 
reforms and economic stabilisation, while 
noting that additional efforts should still 
be made in some areas, specifically, 
reforming the pension and tax systems and 
combatting corruption. In the meantime, 
Ukraine received the second tranche worth 
USD 1 bn (down from USD 1.7 bn) and 

issued US-guaranteed bonds worth USD 
1 bn. Thus its gross international reserves 
(USD 14.1 bn at the end of August) 
may be replenished by about USD 2 
bn in the near future, which will in turn 
increase confidence on the FX market (at 
least temporarily). Nevertheless, we expect 
the UAH will devalue (controlled by the 
regulator via FX market measures) by the 
end of 2016 due to seasonal factors and 
the still weak economy.

Financial analyst: Sergii DROBOT
sergii.drobot@aval.ua

EUR/CNY: 7.515 7.24 (December) , USD/CNY: 6.670 6.70 (December)

5y high: 9.014, 5y low: 6.573

Source: Thomson Reuters

Although China’s economic data have 
lately shown economic stabilisation, the 

structural imbalances of the Chinese 
economy however hang like a sword of 
Damocles over the yellow giant. The Bank 
for International Settlements (BIS) indeed 
urgently warns against the consequences 
of China’s massive private debt. At 30.1%, 
the deviation of the credit-to-GDP ratio from 
its long-term trend is higher than in any 
other one of the 43 countries examined. 
Levels above 10% are regarded as critical. 
In the past, the figure provided a good 
indication of impending financial crises, 
which can become imminent only years 

later. For this reason, the PBoC (People’s 
Bank of China) is also likely to hold 
back with further monetary policy easing 
despite weak growth. The Chinese yuan 
largely moved sideways against the USD 
in Q3. We assume a slight depreciation to 
6.8 CNY against the USD in the coming 
months. Support for the currency comes 
from the fact that the CNY will be formally 
included in the IMF currency basked from 
1 October.

Financial analyst: Lydia KRANNER
lydia.kranner@rbinternational.com
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Risk notifications and explanations
 
Warnings:
• Figures on performance refer to the past. Past performance is not a reliable indicator for future results and the development of a 

financial instrument, a financial index or a securities service. This is particularly true in cases when the financial instrument, financial 
index or securities service has been offered for less than 12 months. In particular, this very short comparison period is not a reliable 
indicator for future results.

• Performance of a financial instrument, a financial index or a securities service is reduced by commissions, fees and other charges, 
which depend on the individual circumstances of the investor.

• The return on an investment in a financial instrument, a financial or securities service can rise or fall due to exchange rate fluctuations.
• Forecasts of future performance are based purely on estimates and assumptions. Actual future performance may deviate from the 

forecast. Consequently, forecasts are not a reliable indicator for future results and the development of a financial instrument, a 
financial index or a securities service. 

 
The information and recommendations in this publication which are contributed by analysts from RBI’s subsidiary banks or from Raiffeisen 
Centrobank (“RCB”) are disseminated unaltered under RBI’s responsibility. 
 
A description of the concepts and methods used in the preparation of financial analyses is available under: www.raiffeisenresearch.com/
concept_and_methods.

Detailed information on sensitivity analyses (procedure for checking the stability of potential assumptions made in the context of financial 
analyses) is available under: 
www.raiffeisenresearch.com/sensitivity_analysis. 

Detailed information on recommendations concerning financial instruments or issuers disseminated during a period of 12 month prior 
to this publication (acc. to Art. 4 (1) h) Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2016/958 of 9.3.2016) is available under: https://
raiffeisenresearch.com/web/rbi-research-portal/recommendation_history
 
 
Disclaimer Financial Analysis

Responsible for this publication: Raiffeisen Bank International AG („RBI“)

RBI is a credit institution according to §1 Banking Act (Bankwesengesetz) with the registered office Am Stadtpark 9, 1030 Vienna, Austria.

Raiffeisen RESEARCH is an organisational unit of RBI.

Supervisory authority: As a credit institution (acc. to § 1 Austrian Banking Act; Bankwesengesetz) Raiffeisen Bank International AG is subject to the 
supervision by the Austrian Financial Market Authority (FMA, Finanzmarktaufsicht) and the National Bank of Austria (OeNB, Oesterreichische Nationalbank). 
Additionally, RBI is subject to the supervision by the European Central Bank (ECB), which undertakes such supervision within the Single Supervisory 
Mechanism (SSM), which consists of the ECB and the national responsible authorities (Council Regulation (EU) No 1024/2013 - SSM Regulation). Unless 
set out herein explicitly otherwise, references to legal norms refer to norms enacted by the Republic of Austria.

This document is for information purposes and may not be reproduced or distributed to other persons without RBI’s permission. This document constitutes 
neither a solicitation of an offer nor a prospectus in the sense of the Austrian Capital Market Act (Kapitalmarktgesetz) or the Austrian Stock Exchange Act 
(Börsegesetz) or any other comparable foreign law. An investment decision in respect of a financial instrument, a financial product or an investment (all 
hereinafter “product”) must be made on the basis of an approved, published prospectus or the complete documentation for such a product in question, 
and not on the basis of this document.

 
This document does not constitute a personal recommendation to buy or sell financial instruments in the sense of the Austrian Securities Supervision Act 
(Wertpapieraufsichtsgesetz). Neither this document nor any of its components shall form the basis for any kind of contract or commitment whatsoever. This 
document is not a substitute for the necessary advice on the purchase or sale of a financial instrument, a financial product or advice on an investment. In 
respect of the sale or purchase of one of the above mentioned products, your banking advisor can provide individualised advice suitable for investments 
and financial products.

This analysis is fundamentally based on generally available information and not on confidential information which the party preparing the analysis has 
obtained exclusively on the basis of his/her client relationship to a person. 

Unless otherwise expressly stated in this publication, RBI deems all of the information to be reliable, but does not make any assurances regarding its accuracy 
and completeness. 

In emerging markets, there may be higher settlement and custody risk as compared to markets with established infrastructure. The liquidity of stocks/financial 
instruments may be influenced, amongst others, by the number of market makers. Both of these circumstances can result in elevated risk in relation to the 
safety of investments made in consideration of the information contained in this document.

http://www.raiffeisenresearch.com/concept_and_methods
http://www.raiffeisenresearch.com/concept_and_methods
http://www.raiffeisenresearch.com/sensitivity_analysis
https://raiffeisenresearch.com/web/rbi-research-portal/recommendation_history
https://raiffeisenresearch.com/web/rbi-research-portal/recommendation_history
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The information in this publication is current as per the latter's creation date. It may be outdated by future developments, without the publication being 
changed. 

Unless otherwise expressly stated (www.raiffeisenresearch.com/special_compensation), the analysts employed by RBI are not compensated for specific 
investment banking transactions. Compensation of the author or authors of this report is based (amongst other things) on the overall profitability of RBI, 
which includes, inter alia, earnings from investment banking and other transactions of RBI. In general, RBI forbids its analysts and persons reporting to the 
analysts from acquiring securities or other financial instruments of any enterprise which is covered by the analysts, unless such acquisition is authorised in 
advance by RBI’s Compliance Department.

RBI has put in place the following organisational and administrative agreements, including information barriers, to impede or prevent conflicts of interest 
in relation to recommendations: RBI has designated fundamentally binding confidentiality zones. These are typically units within credit institutions, which 
are isolated from other units by organisational measures governing the exchange of information, because compliance-relevant information is continuously 
or temporarily handled in these zones. Compliance-relevant information may fundamentally not leave a confidentiality zone and is to be treated as strictly 
confidential in internal business operations, including interaction with other units. This does not apply to the transfer of information necessary for usual business 
operations. Such transfer of information is limited, however, to what is absolutely necessary (need-to-know principle). The exchange of compliance-relevant 
information between two confidentiality zones may only occur with the involvement of the Compliance Officer.

SPECIAL REGULATIONS FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND (UK): 
This document does not constitute either a public offer in the meaning of the Austrian Capital Market Act (Kapitalmarktgesetz; hereinafter „KMG“) nor a 
prospectus in the meaning of the KMG or of the Austrian Stock Exchange Act (Börsegesetz). Furthermore, this document does not intend to recommend the 
purchase or the sale of securities or investments in the meaning of the Austrian Supervision of Securities Act (Wertpapieraufsichtsgesetz). This document shall 
not replace the necessary advice concerning the purchase or the sale of securities or investments. For any advice concerning the purchase or the sale of 
securities of investments kindly contact your RAIFFEISENBANK. This publication has been either approved or issued by RBI in order to promote its investment 
business. Raiffeisen Bank International AG (“RBI”), London Branch is authorised by the Austrian Financial Market Authority and subject to limited regulation 
by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”). Details about the extent of its regulation by the FCA are available on request. This publication is not intended 
for investors who are Retail Customers within the meaning of the FCA rules and shall therefore not be distributed to them. Neither the information nor the 
opinions expressed herein constitute or are to be construed as an offer or solicitation of an offer to buy (or sell) investments. RBI may have affected an Own 
Account Transaction within the meaning of FCA rules in any investment mentioned herein or related investments and/or may have a position or holding 
in such investments as a result. RBI may have been, or might be, acting as a manager or co-manager of a public offering of any securities mentioned in 
this report or in any related security. 

SPECIFIC RESTRICTIONS FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND CANADA: This document may not be transmitted to, or distributed within, the United 
States of America or Canada or their respective territories or possessions, nor may it be distributed to any U.S. person or any person resident in Canada, 
unless it is provided directly through RB International Markets (USA) LLC (“RBIM”), a U.S. registered broker-dealer, and subject to the terms set forth below.

SPECIFIC INFORMATION FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND CANADA: This research document is intended only for institutional investors and 
is not subject to all of the independence and disclosure standards that may be applicable to research documents prepared for retail investors. This report 
was provided to you by RB International Markets (USA) LLC (RBIM), a U.S. registered broker-dealer, but was prepared by our non-U.S. affiliate Raiffeisen 
Bank International AG (RBI). Any order for the purchase or sale of securities covered by this report must be placed with RBIM. You can reach RBIM at 1133, 
Avenue of the Americas, 16th floor, New York, NY 10036, phone +1 212-600-2588. This document was prepared outside the United States by one or 
more analysts who may not have been subject to rules regarding the preparation of reports and the independence of research analysts comparable to those 
in effect in the United States. The analyst or analysts who prepared this research (i) are not registered or qualified as research analysts with the Financial 
Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”) in the United States, and (ii) are not allowed to be associated persons of RBIM and are therefore not subject to 
FINRA regulations, including regulations related to the conduct or independence of research analysts.

The opinions, estimates and projections contained in this report are those of RBI only as of the date of this report and are subject to change without notice. The 
information contained in this report has been compiled from sources believed to be reliable by RBI, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, 
is made by RBI or its affiliated companies or any other person as to the report’s accuracy, completeness or correctness. Securities which are not registered 
in the United States may not be offered or sold, directly or indirectly, within the United States or to U.S. persons (within the meaning of Regulation S under 
the Securities Act of 1933 [“the Securities Act”]), except pursuant to an exemption under the Securities Act. This report does not constitute an offer with 
respect to the purchase or sale of any security within the meaning of Section 5 of the Securities Act and neither shall this report nor anything contained herein 
form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract or commitment whatsoever. This report provides general information only. In Canada 
it may only be distributed to persons who are resident in Canada and who, by virtue of their exemption from the prospectus requirements of the applicable 
provincial or territorial securities laws, are entitled to conduct trades in the securities described herein. 

EU REGULATION NO 833/2014 CONCERNING RESTRICTIVE MEASURES IN VIEW OF RUSSIA’S ACTIONS DESTABILISING THE SITUATION IN 
UKRAINE

Please note that research is done and recommendations are given only in respect of financial instruments which are not affected by the sanctions under EU 
regulation no 833/2014 concerning restrictive measures in view of Russia's actions destabilising the situation in Ukraine,  as amended from time to time, 
i.e. financial instruments which have been issued before 1 August 2014. 

We wish to call to your attention that the acquisition of financial instruments with a term exceeding 30 days issued after 31 July 2014 is prohibited under 
EU regulation no 833/2014 concerning restrictive measures in view of Russia's actions destabilising the situation in Ukraine, as amended from time to time. 
No opinion is given with respect to such prohibited financial instruments.

INFORMATION REGARDING THE PRINCIPALITY OF LIECHTENSTEIN: COMMISSION DIRECTIVE 2003/125/EC of 22 December 2003 implementing 
Directive 2003/6/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council as regards the fair presentation of investment recommendations and the disclosure of 
conflicts of interest has been incorporated into national law in the Principality of Liechtenstein by the Finanzanalyse-Marktmissbrauchs-Verordnung.

http://www.raiffeisenresearch.com/special_compensation
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If any term of this Disclaimer is found to be illegal, invalid or unenforceable under any applicable law, such term shall, insofar as it is severable from the 
remaining terms, be deemed omitted from this Disclaimer. It shall in no way affect the legality, validity or enforceability of the remaining terms. 
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